
SIGLAR CARBON SHIP FINDER GUIDE

TURNING EMISSIONS  
REDUCTIONS INTO YOUR 
COMPETITIVE EDGE
How leading charterers and traders use Siglar Carbon Ship Finder  
to reduce emissions and create commercial opportunities



1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

A new regime is coming as shipping emissions become regulated. Global, regional and local  measures to 
reduce shipping emissions are being introduced, and market-based measures that include a price tag on 
shipping emissions is becoming a reality. Charterers who start factoring carbon into their commercial 
shipping decisions will find efficient ways to reduce shipping  emissions whilst safeguarding profitability 
and gaining a competitive edge.

Shipping might be a minor part of charterers’ everyday work, but emissions from shipping can still highly 
impact the charterer’s carbon footprint and its related carbon cost exposure. This guide aims to help 
you embark on your decarbonisation journey, as it presents three examples of how leading charterers 
and traders use emissions insights to identify commercial opportunities related to

• Ballast leg emissions

• EU ETS’ carbon cost on shipping emissions

• Emissions as a new factor in arbitrage trading

The examples describe situations that are relatable to many and therefore, they can represent good first 
steps when looking for efficient ways to reduce emissions from your chartering activities.  

For many charterers the complexity of shipping emissions seems like an overwhelming challenge, but as 
it often turns out, early movers can turn these challenges into opportunities, and this guide can help you 
become an early mover.
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2. BACKGROUND

The need to reduce shipping emissions

There is an urgent need to dramatically reduce shipping emissions and charterers can play a major role 
in shipping’s green transition. International shipping emits more than 1 000 million tonnes of CO₂e  
per year, a number that is projected to rise. The shipping industry is a hard-to-abate sector where  
reducing emissions is expensive. The maritime industry is working hard to find solutions but developing 
new ship technology and alternative fuels takes time. 

Charterers can kickstart commercial decarbonization in shipping 

Charterers could kickstart a commercial decarbonisation in the shipping industry by factoring carbon 
into their commercial shipping decisions. The best moment to avoid emissions is when planning the 
shipping of cargo. Having access to emissions insight prior to fixing enables charterers to make carbon 
conscious shipping decisions and reduce substantial amounts of emissions.  

A carbon price will turn emissions reductions into a competitive advantage

Decarbonising the shipping industry might seem like an overwhelming challenge that is far from  
a charterers main task. However, for early movers, the challenge can be turned into significant  
opportunities and competitive advantages. 

A new regime is coming

A new regime is coming as shipping emissions become regulated. Global, regional and local measures to 
reduce shipping emissions are being introduced, and market-based measures that include a price tag on 
shipping emissions will soon be a reality.

The European Union is leading the way in introducing a carbon price in shipping, as the industry might 
be included in the union’s emissions trading system (ETS) as soon as January 2023. The responsibility 
for complying with different market-based measures will likely fall on the shipping company. However, 
we already see ship owners warning that the cost of compliance with the EU ETS will be significant and 
that these costs will impact freight rates from Q1 2023.

Charterers who start factoring carbon into their commercial shipping decisions today will find efficient 
ways to reduce shipping emissions whilst safeguarding profitability and gaining a competitive edge.  
The Siglar Carbon Ship Finder is tailored for this very purpose by making it easy for charterers to find 
the most carbon efficient ship for a cargo. 

Below is a guide to the Siglar Carbon Ship Finder and examples of how leading charterers have used the 
Siglar Carbon Ship Finder to reduce emissions and create opportunities.
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3. THE SIGLAR SHIP FINDER

Find the most carbon efficient ship at the click of a button 

Now you can cut through the complexity of finding carbon efficient vessels. In seconds,  
the Siglar Carbon Ship Finder evaluates all relevant ships that can physically reach your load window  
and ranks them according to expected carbon footprint, enabling substantial emissions cuts.  

Several thousand tonnes of CO₂ per voyage can often be saved by separating the ships on the high-end 
of the ranking from the ships on the low-end. 

The most efficient moment for limiting emissions is when planning the voyage. It is also the best  
moment to identify business opportunities from slashing emissions. The Ship Finder is tailor-made for 
spot chartering and enables commercial decarbonisation by making data-confident choices that cut 
emissions and reduce costs exposure. 

From an easy-to-operate dashboard you will be able to: 

1. Select arrival window

2. Select ship type

3. Select load port

4. Add the cargo quantity

5. Choose the discharge port

The Siglar Carbon Ship Finder allows for individual adaptations 
and has an intuitive user interface.  In a matter of seconds you will 
generate an updated position list of vessels ranked according to 
predicted CO₂ emissions. 

The predictions are based on vessel particulars including  
IMO number, ship type, vessel position, ballast leg, capacity, and the 
effect of the ballast leg. Using a 20-day voyage as an example, the 
Siglar Carbon Ship Finder has a 90 % accuracy in its estimates.
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The three performance indicators 
shown are:

• Total tonnes of CO₂  to ensure  
neutral comparison between ships 

• Benchmarking performance against 
IMO trajectory to cover Sea Cargo 
Charter requirements 

• EU/ETS eligible emissions – to  
highlight EU ETS carbon exposure

Further details are provided for each ship, such as

• ship main details,  

• the previous discharge port that is 
applied in the estimate to calculate 
the ballast leg emissions,

• a breakdown of days in ballast,  
laden and in port, including its  
orresponding emissions,

• and if applicable, the share of  
emissions that would be eligible  
under the EU ETS.
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4. USE CASES

A charterer’s opportunities related to the ballast leg

Emissions are calculated and accounted for on a discharge-port-to-discharge-port principle.   
The charterer therefore needs to include emissions from both laden leg and ballast leg when  
considering ship alternatives for a cargo. It is also important to be aware of the carbon emitted when 
sailing from  the previous (or coming) discharge port before it reaches your intended load port.

Below, we use a US export cargo as an example, 260 000 tonnes of crude oil loading in Corpus Christi 
and discharging in Zhoushan, China.

Ballasting from Galveston, US Gulf

Expected emissions: 
Approx. 9 900 tonnes of CO₂

Ballasting from Mailiao, Taiwan

Expected emissions:   
Approx. 18 200 tonnes of CO₂

In this example, the charterer could avoid 8 700 tonnes of CO₂ by fixing a ship that is ballasting from  
the US Gulf instead of Taiwan. Contrary, fixing the ship ballasting from Taiwan would almost double  
the total amount of carbon emitted from the round trip. 
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A charterer’s opportunities related to EU ETS’ carbon cost on shipping emissions

The inclusion of shipping into the EU Emission Trading Scheme (ETS) will add a direct cost to all voyages 
to, from and between EU and EEA ports. Ship owners will have to submit emissions allowances each year 
based on the ship’s eligible emissions according to the EU ETS scheme. 

The charterparty is expected to govern the commercial terms and responsibility related to the cost of 
compliance with the EU ETS. The carbon cost exposure of a voyage will vary according to the amount 
of eligible emissions and the price of the EU allowances (EUA). Emissions from the ballast leg are also 
eligible under the scheme.   

Below we use two alternatives for shipping 37 000 tonnes of gasoline from Rotterdam to New York, to 
exemplify how different shipping alternatives can impact emissions and the related carbon cost.

Modern MR ballasting from Gent, 
Belgium

Expected EU ETS eligible emissions: 
Approx. 400 tonnes of CO₂

This includes

• ballast leg (Gent / Rotterdam) - 100%

• load port Rotterdam - 100% 

• laden leg (Rotterdam / NY) - 50% 

• discharge port NY - 0%

Added carbon cost at current EUA rate 
of USD 70: 

USD 28 000
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Older MR ballasting from San Se-
bastiao, Brazil

Expected EU ETS eligible emissions: 
Approx. 1 300 tonnes of CO₂

This includes 

• ballast leg (Rotterdam /  
Sao Sebastiao) - 50%

• load port Rotterdam - 100% 

• laden leg (Rotterdam / NY) - 50%

• discharge port NY - 0%

Added carbon cost at current EUA rate 
of USD 70: 

USD 91 000

At the current EUA price of approximately USD 70 the difference between these two alternatives would 
be USD 63 000. At a company internal carbon price of USD 100 per tonne CO₂ the difference would be 
USD 90 000.

Find more information about the inclusion of shipping into the EU ETS on the Siglar Carbon webpage 
(www.siglarcarbon.no/insights).

A trader’s opportunities related to emissions as a new factor in arbitrage trading 

Many factors come into play when taking a position in a commodity market and access to information 
about these factors is vital when identifying arbitrage opportunities. Up until recently, there has been 
no need to factor emissions into this equation, but leading traders now see how emissions insights can 
open for new arbitrage opportunities and risks. Either because they are preparing for the coming  
inclusion of shipping in the EU ETS or because they factor internal carbon pricing or KPI’s into  
the equation.

In the below example 90 000 tonnes of naphtha are stored in Rotterdam and is to be moved into the 
global spot market. In addition to the normal market research, input on freight cost and ship availability 
in different segments the trader can now add emissions insight to the calculations for arbitrage   
opportunities before deciding whether to move the cargo east, west or alternatively keeping it  
in Europe. By running one search per segment in the Siglar Carbon Ship Finder the trader can compare 
 the expected emissions from each alternative voyage.
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Moving the cargo east (Chiba, Japan)

Average expected emissions from top 10 most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 5 700 tonnes CO₂

Average expected EU ETS eligible emissions from top 10  most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 2 900 tonnes CO₂
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Moving the cargo west (New York)

Average expected emissions from top 10 most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 2 800 tonnes of CO₂  
(1 100 tonnes of CO₂ moving 35 000 tonnes of naphtha)

Average expected EU ETS eligible emissions from top 10 most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 1 500 tonnes of CO₂  
(600 tonnes of CO₂ moving 35 000 tonnes of naphtha)
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Moving the cargo west (New York)

Average expected emissions from top 10 most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 800 tonnes of CO₂  
(100 tonnes CO₂ moving 12 000 tonnes of naphtha)

Average expected EU ETS eligible emissions from top 10 most carbon efficient ships: 

Approx. 800 tonnes of CO₂  
(100 tonnes CO₂ moving 12 000 tonnes of naphtha)
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Company internal carbon price at USD 100

By transporting the cargo to Le Havre instead of Chiba the charterer could save 4 900 tonnes of CO₂. A 
company internal carbon pricing of 100 USD per tonne CO₂ would then lead to an added cost of USD 49 
000 to transport the cargo to Chiba. 

EU ETS carbon price at USD 70  

Since the EU ETS includes 100 % of emissions from intra EU voyages and port stays and only 50 % of 
emissions from extra EU voyages, an added EU ETS carbon price of USD 70 would lead to an additional 
cost of approximately USD 203 000 if transporting the cargo to Chiba, USD 105 000 if transporting it to 
New York, and USD 56 000 if Le Havre is chosen. 

Having access to essential emissions data from all three alternative routes allows the trader to 

• reduce emissions and any related carbon cost exposure,

• find arbitrage opportunities overlooked by competitors, 

• deliver on internal KPI’s,  

• and understand the carbon efficiency and the CII of different ships and have a stronger position   
to negotiate the terms of the freight.

5. CONCLUSION

For charterers the complexity of shipping emissions could seem like an overwhelming challenge, but 
as it often turns out, early movers can turn these challenges into opportunities. In this guide we have 
presented some use cases that can take you in the right direction.  

Leading charterers and traders who already use the Siglar Carbon Reporting and Analytics scheme have 
piloted the Siglar Carbon Ship Finder. Working with our emissions analytics experts they have identified 
several commercial opportunities, some of which have been shared here. The use cases above describe 
situations that are relatable to many charterers and traders and can therefore represent a good place to 
start your decarbonisation journey. 

Our sales team can give you a demo of how you can use the Ship Finder to unleash further untapped 
emissions reduction potential and create commercial opportunities. The experts at our analytics team 
can help you dive into your chartering activities and tailor your emissions analytics in a way that makes it 
easy to identify further commercial opportunities. 

Early movers will have the possibility to identify unique opportunities, or risks, and be able to use that 
knowledge to evaluate options before they become widely known. We can help you become one of the 
early movers who can tap into great opportunities related to reducing shipping emissions. 


